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2021

IEEE AIUB Student Branch is enduring  
new normal with vigorousness !

Let's celebrate life more than ever



IEEE AIUB Student Branch is a registered student branch under the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE), which has been 
formed in Dhaka, Bangladesh and operates in Piscataway, NJ, USA. The 
Student Branch was created under the direction of the Student Affairs 
Office (OSA) of AIUB on 12 December 2006. With 260+ active members, 
dedicated volunteers, and hardworking Executive members, the IEEE 
AIUB Student Branch is now one of the largest and prestigious student 
branches in the entire IEEE Bangladesh Section, as well as a recognized 
one in IEEE Region 10 for its dynamic professional and technical 
activities throughout the year. There was a desire, a hope, and a passion to 
"Advance Technology for the Good of Humanity" when they began their 
adventure with only a few people and modest activities. And till now the 
IEEE AIUB Student Branch is maintaining this motto.
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STUDENT PROFESSIONAL AWARENESS VENTURE

For the 5th t ime in the history of  
IEEE BANGLADESH SECTION  AND IEEE REGION 10
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“IEEE Student Professional Awareness Venture (SPAVe 5.0)”

The IEEE AIUB Student Branch successfully organized IEEE Student Professional Awareness 
Venture (SPAVe 5.0) through the virtual platform of ZOOM Meeting App on 18th December 2021. 
This IEEE USA branded venture was supported by IEEE USA, IEEE Region 10, IEEE Bangladesh 
Section, IEEE Young Professionals Bangladesh, and IEEE Region-10 Student Activities 
Committee. The major focus of the event was a series of professional and career-focused 
sessions centering on professional development. The daylong venture was inaugurated with an 
opening remark by Dr. Mohammad Hasan Imam, Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering, 
AIUB; Counselor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch (SB); Advisor, IEEE EMBS AIUB SB Chapter; 
Secretary, IEEE EMBS Bangladesh Chapter who emphasized the issue of these professional 
developmental activities and how engagement in them can allows learners grow and thrive. The 
first session of the venture titled “Leadership Practice for Engineers” was led by Almeer Ahsan 
Asif, Project Lead, Senior Manager, and Head of Skills Development and Training, BYLC. He 
conversed about how engineers are getting involved in entrepreneurship and how they can 
branch out into other fields. He also addressed the distinction between leader and leadership, 
as well as how everyone may exert leadership. Another session titled “Upskilling and Reskilling 
for Career Growth” was conducted by Dr. Saaveethya Sivakumar, Lecturer, Curtin University 
Malaysia; Committee Chair, IEEE Region 10 (Asia Pacific) Young Professionals. She discussed 
the necessities of establishing hard skills in addition to soft skills. She highlighted the 
significance of mapping skilling in order to be long-term effective. Later, the delegate of IEEE 
Bangladesh Young Professionals, S M Robiul Islam, Industry Activity Coordinator, IEEE 
Bangladesh Section presented the significance of data science, mobile communication 
technologies, and data science s implications in our country. After that another session titled 
“The Art of Becoming a Professional” was conducted by Mashrur H. Shurid, Co-founder & CEO, 
iPAGE BANGLADESH LIMITED. He demonstrated how to function adequately that is authentic, 
high-quality, confidential and also highlighted about professionalism’s features.

After lunch break, the next session of the venture, “The Role of a Strong Mind for Getting 
Success in Engineering” was conducted by Shams Shad Rafi, Project Lead, Enosis Solutions. 
The session was about the significance of problem-solving capabilities by engineers and 
addressed the need of establishing a goal for graduates. Later, Anamika Bhakta, Executive Vice 
President, Robi Axiata Ltd; Senior Member, IEEE presented a keynote speech as the delegate of 
IEEE Bangladesh Women in Engineering (WIE) Affinity Group. She exemplified some of the 
difficulties and opportunities faced by women along with fundamental employee engagement 
and employment rights. After that, the first Bangladeshi ever, Dr. Celia Shahnaz, IEEE WIE 
Chair-Elect 2022; SMIEEE, Fellow IEB; Professor, Department of EEE, BUET presented her 
magnificent speech for this grand venture as the delegate of IEEE Bangladesh Section. She 
addressed about membership expansion and renewable & sustainable empowerment. She 
encouraged WIE along with other IEEE members, to be more engaged in career-related pursuits 
at the conclusion of her talk, and also remarked that she would be willing to assist if expected. 
At the end sessions, virtual token of appreciation was presented to the speakers. The day-long 
venture was concluded with a closing speech from Dr. M. Moshiul Hoque, Professor, CSE, CUET; 
Dean, Faculty of Electrical & Computer Engineering, CUET; Chair, IEEE Bangladesh Section; 
Senior Member, IEEE, who acknowledged the involvement of attendees in such a courageous 
venture of IEEE. He then remarked about the significance of IEEE membership and how it can 
improve one s professional career. The IEEE SPAVe 5.0 came to an end with a group photo 
session of the speakers, guests, faculty members, organizing team, and participants. The 
magnificent venture was graced by the presence of Mr. Kawshik Shikder, Motivator, IEEE AIUB 
Student Branch; Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB along with other faculty 
members of AIUB. The event   drew   more   than   70   registered   attendees   from several 
universities, as well as Executive members and Volunteers from the branch.
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“AIUBians on ERASMUS”

On 21st November 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch successfully organized a webinar titled 
“AIUBians on ERASMUS” through the virtual platform of the ZOOM Meeting App. The webinar 
was conducted by AIUB alumni who achieved the Erasmus Mundus Scholarship for their 
post-graduate studies over the years. The aim of the event was to concentrate on the 
opportunities of obtaining the prestigious scholarship for higher education.
The first session was conducted by Mr. Akib Jayed Islam, COSI 2020-22. He proceeded by 
introducing himself and sharing his expertise in the field with the Erasmus+ program in 
Computational Color and Spectral Imaging (COSI). He discussed the enrollment process and 
how applicants can focus on ensuring that they are better candidates for the recruitment 
process. Following that, Ms. Tulsi Chowdhury, SSI+ 2018-20 Graduate, took the platform and 
described the Erasmus+ program on Smart Systems Integration (SSI+). She gave an overview 
of the program as well as the application procedures.

After that, Mr. M. Mukit, PIXNET 2018-20 Graduate, Mr. Kazi Shoffiuddin Roni, REM 2021-2023, 
Mr. S. M. Masum Ahmed, SMACCs 2019-2021 Graduate, and Mr. M. Ragib Shahriar Islam, MAIA 
2020-2022, took turns on the platform, one after the other, and discussed in detail their 
respective study programs. They discussed other photonic programs in Erasmus, EMJMD 
Europhotonics, PSRS, SmartNet, Specializations A-Renewable offshore energy systems 
engineering, Associated partners and SMACCs Alumni, countries, semesters, and universities in 
MAIA, as well as their personal observations.

Later, Mr. Mohammad Irfan Yousuf, STEPS 2018-2020 Graduate, Mr. Siam Hasan Khan, STEPS 
2018-2020 Graduate, Mr. Fakrul Islam Tushar, MAIA 2017-19 Graduate, Mr. Kazi Ahmed Asif 
Fuad, IPCV 2018-2020 Graduate; Assistant Professor (on study leave), Faculty of Engineering, 
AIUB; discussed the value of a good “Motivation Letter” and good writing skills. They 
encouraged the participants to apply for the programs by emphasizing some of the significant 
advantages they had received and by highlighting the achievement of many AIUB alumni who 
have accomplished the Erasmus Mundus Joint Master’s Degree. The session was graced by the 
presence of 100+ registered participants of AIUB along with the branch’s Executive members 
and volunteers.
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On 17th November 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch in collaboration with the IEEE IAS AIUB 
Student Branch Chapter successfully organized a webinar session titled “Insights into the Single 
Line Diagram, Layout and Panel Design of MV/LV Substations” through the virtual platform of 
GOOGLE MEET. The major objectives of this webinar were to provide a basic understanding of 
single line diagrams in the power generating   sector   as   well   as   constructive feedback on 
the challenges and opportunities that this profession offers.

The event was inaugurated by the enriching remarks from Prof. Dr. ABM Siddique Hossain, 
Dean, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB; Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; who gave a brief 
synopsis of the power generation industry as well as the appraisal of power generation sites and 
the available potential in this area. Thereafter, the honorable speaker Mr. Al Amin Hossain, 
Assistant Manager, Engineering & Design (Electrical), Reverie Power & Automation Engineering 
Ltd. started the session by thanking the organizers for taking such a gamble in organizing this 
informative event. He then went over the various components of electricity generation, briefly 
describing the IoT technologies, why it is essential, and the doctrines of IoT. He went into great 
detail in his talks about the usage of DC in substations, switchgear, a single line schematic of a 
substation, power triangle, load flow, PFI section, and load distribution. Finally, Mr. Al Amin 
Hossain wrapped up the discussion by showcasing a project that his organization performed at 
AIUB and expressing his gratitude towards everyone. Following that, the speaker engaged in an 
interactive question-and-answer session in which he addressed all of the audience’s major 
concerns.

Later, Dr. Mohammad Hasan Imam, Counselor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Advisor, IEEE AIUB 
Student Branch EMBS Chapter; Secretary, IEEE Bangladesh Section EMBS Chapter; Associate 
Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB took the platform and presented the Token of 
Appreciation to the honorable speaker. And then he gave the concluding remarks where he 
appreciated the initiative taken by the IEEE AIUB Student Branch for organizing this webinar 
session and thanked the honorable speaker. The event was graced by the presence of Mr. 
Kawshik Shikder, Motivator, IEEE AIUB Student Branch, Assistant. Professor, Faculty of 
Engineering, AIUB. More than 85 registered participants, including students from several 
universities, as well as Execu tive members and Volunteers from the branch. were present in 
the event.

“Insight into the Single Line Diagram, 
Layout & Panel Design of MVLV Substation”
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On 11th November 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch in collaboration with the IEEE EMBS 
AIUB Student Branch Chapter successfully organized a webinar session titled “Scope of 
Research on Biomedical Engineering” through the virtual platform of the GOOGLE MEET. The 
major focus of this webinar was to enlighten the participants about the current research 
opportunities and advanced technologies of Biomedical Engineering for the benefit of humanity 
in medical science. The event began with the illuminating inaugural speech by Prof. Dr. ABM 
Siddique Hossain, Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Dean, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, who 
delivered a brief overview of the benefits of medical research to humani ty before moving on to 
a discussion of sophisticated biomedical engineering technology.

Later on, the host of the session then made a formal introduction and gave the floor to the 
esteemed speaker Dr. Muhammad Tarik Arafat, Assistant Professor, Department of Biomedical 
Engineering, BUET, to emphasize his enlightening presentation. The speaker initiated the 
session by reintroducing himself to the audience. He next reviewed the various areas of 
biomedical engineering, briefly explaining biomechanics and demonstrating the benefits. The 
speaker also addressed sports mechanics, walking patterns, cell mechanics, 3D printing, and 
biosensors momentarily. Dr. Arafat then moved on to discuss Tissue Engineering and 
Regenerative Medicine, Organ Printing, and Neural Engineering. After that he proceeded to talk 
about medication research, BME Laboratory Facilities, Smart nanofiber applications, and a few 
famous capstone project examples. Finally, Dr. Arafat closed his presentation by discussing 
potential Gait Assistive Technology and thanked everyone. Following that, there was an 
interactive Question-Answer session in which the speaker answered all of the audience s major 
concerns.

Later on, Dr. Mohammad Hasan Imam, Counselor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Advisor, IEEE 
AIUB Student Branch EMBS Chapter; Secretary, IEEE Bangladesh Section EMBS Chapter; 
Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB took the platform and presented the virtual 
token of appreciation to the honorable speaker. And then he gave the concluding speech where 
he appreciated the initiative taken by the student branch to organize this webinar session and 
thanked the honorable speaker. The session was graced by the presence of Mr. Kawshik Shikder, 
Motivator, IEEE AIUB Student Branch, Assistant. Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB along 
with other faculty members of AIUB. 100 participants from different universities along with 
Executive members and Volunteers of the branch were present in the event.

“Scope of Research on Biomedical Engineering”
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On 6th November 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch in collaboration with the IEEE Women in 
Engineering (WIE) Affinity Group AIUB Student Branch Chapter successfully organized a 
webinar session titled “New Era of Data Science” through the virtual platform of Google Meet. 
The prime objective of this session was to conduct an elucidative discussion on the huge 
potential and advanced technologies of quantum computing and data science in the modern 
world for enlightening the young enthusiasts to grasp the right track of their future career in 
this sector.

The inauguration of the event took place with an informative and welcoming speech of Prof. Dr. 
ABM Siddique Hossain, Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Dean, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, 
who had encouraged the participants to learn from the esteemed speaker mentioning the 
recent job opportunities in this field. After the welcome speech, the host introduced and gave 
the floor to the speaker Mr. Nurul Akter Towhid, Lead data Scientist, COEL Inc. for
initiating his session. He started the talk with his professional introduction along with the 
opportunities at COEL Inc. Then, he covered all the basic information of data science including 
the core points to remember from the very beginning of this learning session. The
current job opportunities, prevailing misconceptions and the industrial requirements to develop 
a better future in this sector were also portrayed in his informative discussion. Later, an 
interactive Question-Answer session took place after his presentation where the speaker 
enthusiastically responded to all the queries of the fellow participants and illuminated their 
minds with his professional knowledge

In the end, Prof. Hossain shared the concluding remarks of the session by appreciating the 
resourceful presentation of the speaker and also presented a token of appreciation for 
conducting the enlightening session. Along with Executive members and volunteers of the 
branch, more than 95 participants from different universities were present in the event. The 
session was also graced with the presence of Mr. Kawshik Shikder, Motivator, IEEE AIUB Student 
Branch; Asst. Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, Mr. Abu Hena Md Shatil, Assistant 
Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, Mr. Md. Ali Noor, Lecturer, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB 
and other respected faculty members of AIUB

“New Era of DATA Science”
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On 14th October 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch in collaboration with the IEEE Microwave 
Theory & Techniques Society (MTT-S) AIUB SB Chapter, successfully organized a webinar 
session on the celebration of the grand IEEE Day 2021 titled “Towards Flexible Radio Access 
Networks for Massive Connectivity in 5G and Beyond” through the virtual platform of Zoom 
Meeting. The core objective of the session was to enlighten the participants with the advanced 
technology of 5G radio connectivity covering the topics of Network Slicing, Open RAN, and 
Advanced Multiple Access of NOMA principles.

The event started with the elucidative inaugurating words of Prof. Dr. ABM Siddique Hossain, 
Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Dean, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, who thanked the 
organizer for arranging the event on an emerging topic of 5G technology. He gave a short 
insight into the network generation of Bangladesh and continued with the further discussion on 
5G deployment, Radio Access and Terminals. Then, an official introduction was given to the 
esteemed speaker, S. M. Riazul Islam, Postdoctoral Fellow, Memorial University of 
Newfoundland and Inha University; Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering and Department of Artificial Intelligence, School of Software Convergence, Sejong 
University, South Korea by the host of the session and also requested him to take the floor for 
demonstrating his enlightening presentation kindly.

Mr. Islam started by thanking the Student Branch for inviting him to this grand session and 
portrayed a concise introduction of his affiliations along with the contents of the entire 
discussion. He then started with the ITU-R References of 5G recommendations and respective 
performance targets. Moving into the part of Network slicing, he discussed Network Slicing 
realization, its categories with examples, current enabling technologies, and continued with the 
5G Network building blocks. After giving an insight into the Virtualized (vRAN) and Open RAN 
in 5G, he presented the Advance Multiple Access Technologies covering FDMA, TDMA and 
CDMA. In the end, the speaker focused ponderously on NOMA principles portraying the 
advantages, IRS-NOMA and also the Research directions on it. He concluded his speech by 
giving the touch of Flexible RAN for 5G and beyond, showing the Service Based Architecture 
(SBA). 

After that, an interactive Question-Answer session took place where the speaker 
enthusiastically responded to all the queries of the fellow participants and illuminated their 
minds with further explanation. In the end, Dr. M. Tanseer Ali, Associate Professor, Dept. of EEE, 
Faculty of Engineering, AIUB; Former Advisor, IEEE MTT-S AIUB Student Branch Chapter shared 
his concluding remarks regarding the session and also presented the token of appreciation to 
the honorable speaker. He also invited the speaker to the charming campus of American 
International University-Bangladesh (AIUB) once the period of pandemic terminated all over 
the globe and thanked him warmly for conducting the informative webinar session. Along with 
Executive members and volunteers of the branch, more than 70+ participants from different 
universities were present in this session. The session was graced with the presence of Mr. 
Kawshik Shikder, Motivator, IEEE AIUB SB, Asst. Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, Dr. 
Mohammad Mahbub Rabbani, Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry, AIUB, and other 
faculty members of AIUB.

“Toward Flexible Radio Access Network 
for Massive Connectivity in 5G and Beyond”
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On 7th October 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch in collaboration with the IEEE Computer 
Society AIUB Student Branch Chapter successfully organized the Distinguished Lecture Session 
titled "Crowdsourcing IoT Wireless Energy Services in Smart Cities'' through the virtual 
platform of the ZOOM Meeting. The prime objective of this session was to enlighten the 
participants about the primary and brief concepts of Crowdsourcing IoT Wireless Energy, 
aspects of IoT, and the importance of wireless energy.

The event was inaugurated with a warm welcoming elocution of Dr. Mohammad Hasan Imam, 
Counselor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Advisor, IEEE EMBS AIUB SB Chapter; Associate 
Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB. Dr. Imam introduced the speaker after welcoming him 
in the event of the IEEE AIUB SB and finally requested to start his session. Then, the floor was 
taken by the esteemed speaker of the session Athman Bouguettaya, IEEE fellow, ACM 
Distinguished Scientist; IEEE Computer Society Distinguished Visitor; ACM Distinguished 
Speaker, WISE Fellow; PhD, Computer Science, University of Colorado; Professor and former 
Head, School of Computer Science, University of Sydney, Australia. The speaker started the 
session by showing his gratitude towards the host, organizing committee and the participants 
to invite him in the event. After portraying a short introduction about himself, he started the 
profound discussion on IoT Energy Service along with its importance, functional and 
non-functional attributes. The concepts of IoT capabilities, services of IoT and secured internet 
connection were also included in the further talk. Later he briefly talked about energy services, 
leveraging IoT devices and wearables to Harvest. Furthermore, he added his ideas on EaaS 
(Energy as service), covering the concept of Crowdsourced and Crowdshared EaaS. 

Bouguettaya also covered the essential concepts of green energy, SOA, and non-functional 
attributes-Energy capacity. He ended his speech by talking about the Incentive Model and their 
enriched Website, Published Books, for the further knowledge of the enthusiasts.
An interactive Question-Answer session took place after his presentation where the speaker 
enthusiastically responded to all the queries of the fellow participants and illuminated their 
minds with his vast knowledge. Following the Q/A session, Prof. Dr. ABM Siddique Hossain, 
Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Dean, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB; took the floor to share 
his ideas as the remarks of the session. He started by thanking the speaker and then shortly 
shared his thoughts about IoT Wireless Energy and also described the importance of the 
implementation of IoT in smart cities. Later on, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdur Rahman, Advisor, IEEE AIUB 
Student Branch; Associate Dean, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB; took the platform and 
presented the token of appreciation to the honorable speaker. And then, he conveyed the 
concluding remarks of the session where he appreciated the initiative taken by the student 
Branch to organize the event on an emerging topic of IoT.

More than 100+ participants from different universities were present in this session. The 
session was graced with the presence of Mr. Kawshik Shikder, Motivator, IEEE AIUB SB, Asst. 
Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, Md Ashif Islam Oni, Lecturer, Faculty of Engineering, 
AIUB, Dr. Md. Kabiruzzaman, Asst. Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, Nowshin Alam, Asst. 
Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, and other faculty members and students from different 
universities along with Executive members and volunteers of the Student Branch.

“Crowdsourcing IoT Wireless Energy Services in Smart Cities”
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The IEEE AIUB Student Branch in collaboration with the IEEE IAS AIUB SB Chapter and CADD 
Core Training Institute has successfully organized a three-day-long workshop series from 6th - 
8th September 2021, titled "Workshop on SOLIDWORKS". IEEE AIUB Student Branch organized 
this workshop session through the virtual platform Google Meet. The main aim of this session 
was to provide fundamental and brief notions about SolidWorks and some software drawings. 

The session was inaugurated by Prof. Dr. ABM Siddique Hossain, Dean, Faculty of Engineering, 
AIUB; Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch, who addressed the relevance of SolidWorks in the 
fields of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, software engineering, and 3D MODEL 
in the contemporary times' industry. He then thanked the honorable speakers for their time and 
the participants for their enthusiastic participation in the SolidWorks workshop series.

The very 1st day of the workshop series was successfully led by Md. Shamsee Tabrizee, Mechani-
cal CAD Designer; SolidWorks Certified Professional; CADD CORE Training Institute.  Mr. Tabri-
zee began the session by going through Models, Features, the distinctions between AutoCAD 
and SolidWorks, and a comprehensive explanation of sketching and drawing. The first day of 
the workshop finished with an interactive question-and-answer session in which Mr. Tabrizee 
answered all of the participants' questions and administered a quiz to assess the participants' 
learning process. The second day of the workshop series was conducted successfully by Md 
Deloar Hossain, Certified CAD Designer and Trainer; Microsoft Certified Trainer; CADD CORE 
Training Institute. He began the presentation by discussing SolidWorks' popularity and applica-
tions. He also discussed various features of SolidWorks and how to generate multiple versions 
in a single file. After that, there was an interactive Question/Answer session and quiz that 
marked the finish. On the third and last day of the series, Md. Tabrizee conducted the workshop 
effectively once more. He started the session by demonstrating terminal support assembly and 
part modeling. Later in the session, an interactive Question/Answer session and the final exam 
session took place, signaling the completion of the workshop series.

The three-day-long workshops were brought to an end by Dr. Mohammad Hasan Imam, Counse-
lor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch EMBS Chapter; Secretary, 
IEEE Bangladesh Section EMBS Chapter; Associate Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB  who 
conveyed the virtual Token of Appreciation to the honorable speakers as well as delivered the 
concluding speech where he expressed his heartfelt gratitude towards the honorable speakers 
and all participants for their valuable participation in the workshop series. The session was 
graced by the presence of Mr. Kawshik Shikder, Motivator, IEEE AIUB SB, Asst. Professor, Facul-
ty of Engineering, AIUB, as well as 50+ registered participants, executive branch members, and 
volunteers.

“Workshop on SolidWorks”
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On 5th September 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch successfully organized a webinar 
session as a part of Erasmus Mundus Association Bangladesh's Symposium Series 2021 titled 
“One Scholarship Preparation, Thousands of Opportunities: Erasmus+ Mundus, Marie Curie and 
Hundred other European Scholarships'' in collaboration with the   Erasmus Mundus Association 
- Bangladesh. The webinar session was organized using the ZOOM Meeting platform. The major 
focus of this webinar was to give a brief idea about the procedure of applying for Masters' or 
PhD degrees at Erasmus and other European universities including the all the trifles of this 
cosmopolitan opportunity to attain a worldwide transcription of post-graduate degrees. The 
session was inaugurated by Prof. Dr. ABM Siddique Hossain, Dean, Faculty of Engineering, 
AIUB; Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; who welcomed the honorable Speakers Md. Ashiqur 
Rahman and Sayed Muhammad Baker and also the participants. Prof. Hossain talked about 
importance of scholarship and also discussed about the Erasmus Mundus Association and their 
scholarship opportunities opening international doors for Bangladeshi students.

The session started with the opening remarks from the speaker Mr. Md. Ashiqur Rahman; Vice 
President, Erasmus Mundus Association; Research Fellow, Spanish National Research Council 
(Spain); H2020 MSCA ITN ED-ARCHMAT PhD. The speaker started the session by showing his 
gratitude towards IEEE AIUB Student Branch, and the participants. Then he discussed the 
scholarships preparation, the secret of becoming successful, and why higher study in abroad is 
important. Later, Mr. Rahman talked about HSA statistics Information for Bangladesh, Erasmus 
Mundus Joint Master Degree programs, EMJMD Funding scholarship and showed EMJMD 
Scholarships in International level. After that he discussed about the Marie Sklodowaska-Curie 
Actions (MSCA) and scholarship opportunities in European countries. Finally, Mr. Rahman 
concluded his speech by discussing how the participants can ensure to be a better candidate for 
the selection process. Afterward, Mr. Sayed Muhammad Baker, Country Representative for 
Bangladesh, Erasmus Mundus Association (EMA AISBL); PhD Candidate (H2020 MSCA), 
Technical University of Kaiserslautern (Germany); Project Engineer, COHERENT-DILAS 
Diodenlaser GmbH (Germany); Lecturer at AIUB (on study leave) took the floor to discuss 
about the selection criteria for the master’s program, and the importance of a quality CV. Mr. 
Baker concluded his speech by suggesting everyone to focus on IELTS and thanking everyone 
for joining the event. Therefore, an interactive Question-and-Answer session took place where 
the speakers effectively answered the questions from the participants.

Later, Dr. Mohammad Hasan Imam, Counselor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Advisor, IEEE AIUB 
Student Branch EMBS Chapter; Secretary, IEEE Bangladesh Section EMBS Chapter; Associate 
Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB took the platform and presented the virtual token of 
appreciation to the honorable speakers. And then he gave the concluding speech where he 
appreciated the initiative taken by the student branch to organize this webinar session and 
thanked the honorable speakers. The session graced by the presence of Mr. Kawshik Shikder, 
Motivator, IEEE AIUB SB, Asst. Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB along with other faculty 
members and students as well as 380+ registered participants from different universities along 
with executive branch members and volunteers.

“One Scholarship Preparation, Thousands of Oppurtunities:
Erasmus + Mundus, Marie Curie and 

Hundred other European Scholarships”
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On 28th August 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch Women in Engineering (WIE) Affinity 
Group successfully organized the webinar session titled “Personal Branding and Industrial 
Influence” in collaboration with the IEEE AIUB Student Branch through the ZOOM Meeting 
platform. The major focus of this webinar was on the key and concise ideas of corporate 
cultures, personal skill development, and leadership development. The webinar session was 
inaugurated by Prof. Dr. ABM Siddique Hossain; Dean, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB; Advisor, 
IEEE AIUB Student Branch; who welcomed the honorable Speaker Afrina Nazneen and also the 
participants. Prof. Hossain talked about personal branding and influences in short. He also 
discussed how personal branding can be useful to represent individuals in any new work 
environment. Then he thanked the honorable speaker for joining this event and also thanked 
the organizing team for taking this bold initiative of organizing such an informative session.

The session was started with the opening remarks from the speaker Afrina Nazneen; Officer 
Culture and Employer Branding; Berger Paints Bangladesh Ltd. The honorable speaker started 
the session by showing her gratitude towards Prof. Hossain, the organizing team, and the 
participants. The speaker started her presentation by introducing herself and Berger Paint 
Bangladesh Limited and some of their products. With examples, she discussed personal 
branding and why it is important based on her personal experience. She also added how 
personal branding is done and how to brand oneself in a new environment or in a job interview. 
Later, she discussed self-development, different types of communication and demonstrated the 
important things to incorporate to build a good resume. She shared some of her experience 
with verbal and non-verbal communication too and discussed how a proper LinkedIn Profile can 
enhance one’s job opportunity. Finally, Afrina Nazneen concluded her speech by providing some 
job interview tips and a universal competency framework. Afterward, there was an interactive 
question-and-answer session, during which the speaker effectively addressed all the questions 
asked by the participants.

Later, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdur Rahman, Associate Dean, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB; Advisor, IEEE 
AIUB Student Branch; took the platform and presented the token of appreciation to the 
honorable speaker. And then he gave the concluding speech where he appreciated the initiative 
taken by the student branch to organize this webinar session and thanked the honorable 
speaker. The webinar session was graced by the presence of honorable Dr. Mohammad Nasir 
Uddin, P.Eng., Head of EEE Dept. (Graduate Program) and Sr. Associate Professor; Mr. Kawshik 
Shikder, Assistant Professor; Mr. Mohammad Khurshed Alam, Assistant Professor; Mr. Md Ashif 
Islam Oni, Lecturer; Md. Shahariar Parvez, Lecturer, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB along with 
executives and volunteers of IEEE AIUB Student Branch, and other registered participants of 

“Personal Branding and Industrial Influence”
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In the midst of the continuing COVID-19 situation, while everyone is locked down in their 
houses the IEEE AIUB Student Branch successfully organized the extremely enlightening 
distinguished lecture session titled “New Energy Technologies: Research and Innovation in 
Power and Energy” using the ZOOM Meeting platform on 29th July 2021. The focus of this lecture 
session was on the intersection of technological innovations, developmental objectives, 
and rising environmental concerns.

The session was inaugurated by Prof. Dr. ABM Siddique Hossain; Dean, Faculty of Engineering, 
AIUB; Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; who welcomed the respected Speaker of the session 
Prof. Syed Islam to the event. Prof. Hossain talked about the rapid technological changes in 
recent years and discussed the bad effects of coal in the atmosphere. He said that all the 
Engineers and Engineering students have a big role in this sector and as IEEE gives all the 
engineering students a platform for technological innovation and research, they have a big role 
to serve. The event was hosted by Dr. Mohammad Hasan Imam, Counselor, IEEE AIUB Student 
Branch; Advisor, IEEE EMBS AIUB SB Chapter; Senior Assistant Professor, Faculty of 
Engineering, AIUB. Dr. Imam  introduced the prestigious IEEE AIUB Student branch in short to 
the honorable speaker Prof. Syed Islam, Ph.D.; FIEEE, FIET, FIEAust, Eng Exec, CPEng, NPER, 
APEC Engineer, IEEE PES Distinguished Lecturer, Dean, School of Science, Engineering and 
Information Technology, Federation University Australia.

The session was started with the opening remarks from Prof. Syed Islam. The honorable 
speaker started the session by showing his gratitude towards the IEEE AIUB Student Branch 
and the participants. The speaker started his presentation by showing the changes in the power 
grid. With examples, he briefly outlined the transition to the smart grid. Later, Prof. Islam talked 
about new energy, changing consumer preferences, policy, and regulatory forces, as well as 
data. Next, the speaker demonstrated smart homes, solar rooftops, control communication, 
and an advanced smart meter experiment to regulate transformer usage and assist with smart 
tariffs. He also mentioned Tesla's 100 days initiative, which includes a 100 MWh battery system. 
He also discussed the influence on ADMD and the efficiency of vehicle-to-grid (V2G). Finally, 
Prof. Islam concluded his speech by showing the IEC68150- communication in the digital 
substation. 

Afterward, there was an interactive question-and-answer session, during which the speaker 
effectively addressed all of the questions. Later, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdur Rahman, Associate Dean, 
Faculty of Engineering, AIUB; Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; took the platform and 
presented the token of appreciation to the honorable speaker. And then he gave the concluding 
speech where he appreciated the initiative taken by the student branch to organize this 
distinguished lecture session and thanked the honorable speaker.
The session was graced by the presence of Prof. Dr. Mohammad Abdul Mannan, Advisor, IEEE 
AIUB SB, Director, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, Mr. Nafiz Ahmed Chisy, Associate Professor and 
Head-in-Charge (EEE), Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, Mr. Md. Saniat Rahman Zishan, Advisor, 
IEEE AIUB Student Branch, Associate Professor and Head (CoE), Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, 
Mr. Chowdhury Akram Hossain, Advisor, IEEE AIUB SB, Sr. Asst. Professor, Faculty of 
Engineering, AIUB, Mr Kawshik Shikder, Motivator, IEEE AIUB SB, Asst. Professor, Faculty of 
Engineering, AIUB, and other faculty members and students from different universities along 

“New Energy Technologies:
Research and Innovation in Power and Energy”
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On 8th July 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch successfully organized the webinar session 
titled “Save Your Planet using the Power of Science: IOT Automation and Environmental 
Engineering” hosted by IEEE Computer Society AIUB Student Branch Chapter in collaboration 
with STATA IT Limited and GREENBUD. Amid the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, when everyone is 
locked down in their homes, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch organized this webinar session 
through the ZOOM Meeting platform. This webinar mainly focused on the basic and brief 
concepts of IoT Automation and Environmental Engineering.
 
The session was inaugurated by honorable Prof. Dr. ABM Siddique Hossain, Dean, Faculty of 
Engineering, AIUB; Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch who welcomed the respected speakers 
Mr. Alve Rahman Akash and Engr. Syed Tasnem Mahmood to the event. Prof. Hossain talked 
about the importance of IoT and discussed the impacts and greenhouse effect due to rapid 
industrialization.

The 1st session was started with the opening remarks from Mr. Alve Rahman Akash, Public 
Relations Manager; Electrical Project Engineer; STATA IT Ltd. The speaker started the session 
by showing his gratitude towards the participants along with the IEEE AIUB Student Branch and 
introducing STATA IT Ltd and its’ functions and objectives.   He discussed in brief how home 
automation can control items around the house and make our life easier. After that, the speaker 
showed some references to Machine Machine (M2M) communication technology and showcased 
various smart devices from their automation industry.
 
The 2nd session began with the opening remarks from Engr. Syed Tasnem Mahmood, 
Environmental Engineer; Chief Executive Officer, GREENBUD. The speaker also started the 
session by showing his gratitude towards the IEEE AIUB Student Branch and the participants. 
He discussed the impacts and global pollution and climate change. Next, Mr. Mahmood showed 
some examples of Elon Mask’s Tesla ft green entrepreneurship. He talked about the vertical 
wind turbines & the road made of waste plastic as an example of creative environmental 
entrepreneurship. He discussed the impacts of energy management, supply chain 
management, and the functions of GREENBUD in brief.  Mr. Mahmood concluded his 
presentation by showcasing a platform for a young entrepreneur named “GREENOVATIVE” to 
work for Green & sustainable industries. He encouraged members to approach them if they are 
interested in working in this field. The session was concluded and graced by the presence of Mr. 
Kawshik Shikder, Motivator, IEEE AIUB SB, Asst. Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB along 
with 75+ registered participants and executive branch members and volunteers

“Save Your Planet Using the Power of Science:
IoT Automation and Environment Engineering”
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On 20th June 2021, Banglalink organized a great event titled Banglalink- Learn from Startups in 
collaboration with the IEEE AIUB Student Branch, ANTT Robotics Ltd, AUW Entrepreneurship 
Club, MIST Career Club.

This auspicious event provided the participants the opportunity to create an educational 
platform for individuals, transforming high-potential students into leaders of the next 
generation. The growth of entrepreneurs and innovation seekers passionate about their 
dormancy is a wonderful opportunity. This is why the IEEE AIUB Student Branch offered 
individuals the potential, through the study and training of specialists and fresh spirits, to 
develop an educational platform for individuals with innovation capability, to turn students with 
high capacity into leaders of the future generation. This has been an enormous chance for 
growth and development towards leading roles in the startup industry.

ANTT Robotics Ltd is a technology startup working on robotics and IoT solutions for 
transforming industries and STEM education to lead the shift towards the fourth industrial 
revolution. The speaker of the event Thajid Ibna Rouf, Uday completed his BSc in Electrical and 
Electronic Engineering from United International University, Bangladesh. He is the Founder and 
Director of ANTT Robotics, responsible for product development and planning business 
operations of the company. This year, Banglalink has decided to develop a learning module for 
students with ANTT Robotics. Thajid Ibne Rouf (Uday); Founder and director of ANTT Robotics 
LTD; has comprised 2 sessions that covered design thinking,proto type building, investor pitch, 
client management, idea generation, and many more. The students attending both sessions 
have also been awarded an e-certificate.

“Banglalink- Learn from Startups”
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On 12th June 2021, the IEEE AIUB Student Branch organized the IEEE Members’ Orientation 
2021 through the virtual platform of Zoom Meeting at 3 PM (GMT+6 hrs). The objective of this 
orientation program was to introduce and welcome the new members of the current year to the 
foundation and organogram of the IEEE AIUB Student Branch along with the acknowledgment 
of the invaluable hard work and commitment put in by the faculty members and students who 
fulfill the governing body's role in the previous year. The grand event was inaugurated by Prof. 
Dr. ABM Siddique Hossain, Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Dean, Faculty of Engineering, 
AIUB with the recounting of IEEE's long history and enlightening the members on the 
organization's principal objective and vision.

Later, the first segment of the event was conducted by Dr. Mohammad Hasan Imam, Counselor, 
IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Senior Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering. In his 
presentation, the multifarious achievements of the Student Branch, the recognition from the 
IEEE Region 10 as well as from the IEEE Bangladesh Section, and the brief introduction to the 
activities of the Student Branch along with the Chapters and Affinity Group of the student 
branch were highlighted prominently. After his presentation, a documentary video was 
displayed that comprises a short history, some notable moments, and achievements of the IEEE 
AIUB Student Branch along with its journey from the very beginning till this moment.  After 
portraying the video, the floor was taken by Chowdhury Akram Hossain, Former Counselor, 
IEEE AIUB SB; IEEE MGA Training Committee, Member, Student Awards & Recognition 
Committee, IEEE MGA SAC; Senior Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB. The 
benefits of IEEE Membership and the opportunity of strong networking & collaboration were the 
key points of his discussion towards the members. At the end of his motivational words, he had 
presented the virtual token of appreciation to all the outgoing Executives of the IEEE AIUB 
Student Branch for their enormous effort, dedication, and commitment towards the branch 
throughout the whole period. After the farewell of the former Executives, Md. Saniat Rahman 
Zishan, Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Associate Professor and Head (CoE), Faculty of 
Engineering, AIUB took the floor. After sharing his invaluable remarks to the new members of 
the Branch, he had declared the new Executive Committee of the IEEE AIUB Student Branch 
along with the Executives of the Chapters and Affinity Group for the year 2021.

Finally, Prof. Dr. Md. Abdur Rahman; Advisor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Associate Dean, 
Faculty of Engineering, AIUB; conveyed his wonderful words to the new Governing body of the 
Student Branch for the year 2021 and also delivered the concluding speech of this auspicious 
program. At the end of the program, the upcoming events of the IEEE AIUB Student Branch 
were elaborately discussed, and a group photo session was then taken, which marked the end 
of the event. The event was graced by the presence of Distinguished Faculty members of AIUB 
and 150+ registered IEEE Student Members.

“IEEE AIUB Student Branch Members’ Orientation 2021”
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On 11th February 2021, IEEE AIUB Student Branch successfully organized a webinar titled 
Cyber Crime in collaboration with Dhaka Round Table, Dhaka Metro Round Table and supported 
by the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of Bangladesh Police. The webinar was hosted 
on the online platform Zoom Meetings. The event mainly focused on the young juveniles to 
aware the possible harassments through cybercrime by any kinds of spam or other means, the 
necessary steps they can take if once facing any kind of harassment. The webinar was 
inaugurated by Dr. Md. Abdul Mannan, Director, Faculty of Engineering, American International 
University-Bangladesh (AIUB). He expressed his gratitude towards the speaker, the 
participants, and the organizing committee.

After the inauguration, Siddhant Gupta took the floor and thanked the entire organizing 
committee for organizing a very informative and impactful webinar session. He also appreciated 
the workflow management of CID for the rapid action against the malpractice of cybercrime. 
Next, the speaker of the webinar session, Mahmudul Islam Talukdar took the platform. He 
described the concept of cybercrime along with the most common approaches of cyber related 
crime and threats. He narrated different real-life scenarios regarding cybercrime which includes 
blackmail and cyberbullying, hacking, rumor, phishing, cyber terrorism, fake ID and many more 
in Bangladesh. He also pointed out the accelerating rates of child pornography in our country 
as well as advised to report immediately at the verified police Facebook Page at Cyber Police 
Center . Afterwards, Md. Rezaul Masud, Special Superintendent of Police, Cyber Police Centre, 
CID, Bangladesh Police initiated the session with the impacts of the cybercrimes in Bangladesh.

Afterwards, Ejaj Mahmood Rony, Commissioner Officer, Dhaka Metro Round Table took the 
platform and shared his remarks. He thanked the participants for attending the webinar session 
and also suggested to pave their career towards cybersecurity and contribute themselves for 
the noble deed of humanity. The closing speech was delivered by Dr. Mohammad Hasan Imam, 
Counselor, IEEE AIUB Student Branch; Advisor, IEEE EMBS AIUB SB Chapter; Senior Assistant 
Professor, Faculty of Engineering, AIUB, who thanked the speaker for his valuable time and the 
participants for their participation in this webinar. He also thanked the organizing committee for 
organizing this successful event.

“Cyber Crime”
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What’s Happening at Our University Now?

AIUB Robotic Crew Qualified for 
the Finals of University Rover Challenge 2022, USA

AIUB Robotic Crew 2022

The University Rover Challenge is an international competition that showcases a wide range of 
rover projects from around the world. AIUB has competed in this prestigious competition since 
2016, placing eighth overall. Following this achievement, AIUB's AIUB ROBOTIC CREW, 
returned each year in 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2022 to develop, create, and reinvent new things.

After a horrific two years due to COVID, ARC is back, and they're back with a fury. A team of 15 
people from the EEE and CSE departments has been working on this project with devotion and 
hard effort for over four months. After several nights and days of sacrifice, they qualified for the 
University Rover Challenge 2022 final round as one of the top 36 teams from around the world. 
SCION and its creators have qualified for an international competition in the United States of 
America, where they will represent AIUB and Bangladesh.
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“Return to Freedom” Concert at AIUB

For the past two years, we've been living in the 'new normal,' with lockdowns, travel bans, and 
isolation playing a larger role in our lives. However, as restrictions soften and the pandemic's 
spread slows, the American International University – Bangladesh (AIUB) hosted the "Return to 
Freedom" Concert this year to commemorate the 51st anniversary of Bangladesh's 
independence and the return of students to their university life on campus. The AIUB 
Performing Arts Club (APAC), Minar Rahman, Joler Gaan, Tahsan Rahman Khan, and Dolchhut 
all performed great musical performances on March 31st, 2022. The concert was free and open 
to all university students and graduates, who attended with faculty members, administrative 
authorities, and management. 

It was a much-needed break from the solemn academic lectures and evaluations, as students 
contributed energy and enthusiasm to a cultural presentation, while alumni reconnected with 
their old mater for an evening of rejuvenation. Looking ahead to a future free of the 
uncertainties of today's world, AIUB aspires to maintain not just the quality of education, but 
also the overall experience of student life at the institution.
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AIUB Premier League 2022

IEEE Membership Growth: YoY Analysis

After two years of covid 19 epidemic AIUB has successfully organized the most anticipated 
event of the year, AIUB Premier League T-10 Cricket Championship 2022, at the university 
playground. The competition featured 18 American International University-Bangladesh (AIUB) 
departmental teams. The final match was witnessed by all AIUB students, 
faculty members, and administrators, who were also present for the prize giving event.

Covid 19, a never-before-seen enemy, confronted the Earth in 2020. The globe has been 
obliged to stay put as a result of this epidemic. Despite the fact that the IEEE AIUB Student 
Branch had fewer members due to the worldwide pandemic, it pushed forward in 2021 to 
maintain its heritage. IEEE AIUB Student has completed the membership drive with utmost 
dedication.

Membership Drive
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